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Official SAT 
Practice on Khan 
Academy

Official SAT Practice on Khan Academy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iz7Odl6e8EI


SAT ® Score 
Improvements 
and Official 
SAT® Practice

Number of points gained from
PSAT®/NMSQT® to SAT® correlated
to hours spent practicing

Based on 250,000 students from the Class of 2017

Practice advanced students regardless of gender, race, 
income, and high school GPA



Student 
Experience 



• Personalize student practice: Practice recommendations 
on Khan Academy® is based on a student’s SAT®, 
PSAT/NMSQT, PSAT 10, and PSAT 8/9 results.

• Customize practice and recommendations: Khan 
Academy® will continue to refine individualized practice 
based on results from the SAT®, PSAT/NMSQT

,

PSAT10, 
and PSAT 8/9.

• Jump right into practice and get personalized 
recommendations:
No additional diagnostic quizzes are needed.  

Why Link Khan 
Academy® and 
College Board 
Accounts



Step 1
Log in or create a Khan Academy® account at SATpractice.org 

Step 2
When prompted, students can agree to link their Khan Academy®

and College Board accounts. 

Step 3
Students sign in or create a College Board account

Step 4
When prompted, students click “Send” to authorize                         
the account linking

Step 5
Students start practicing on Official SAT® Practice on Khan 
Academy®! 

Steps to Link 
College Board
and Khan 
Academy®

Accounts

If you need more information on the steps for linking College Board and 
Khan Academy® accounts, please visit https://www.isbe.net/Pages/SAT-
pSAT.aspx and download the webinar titled ‘AP Potential and Official 
SAT® Practice’ under Presentations/Webinars. 

https://www.isbe.net/Pages/SAT-pSAT.aspx


The Dashboard



Practice 
Recommendations



Sharing SAT®

Practice Activity
Students are prompted to share their 
practice activity with their coaches.



Sharing SAT®

Practice Activity



Email that 
Students Receive
Students will receive an email when 
an educator sends a roach request



Coach Tab 
Screenshot of the “Coach” tab
where a student can add or remove
classes/coaches



Creating 
Classes & 
Adding 
Students



How do I Get Started?
1) Create classes in Khan Academy® that have “SAT® Reporting 

Enabled”

a) New SAT® Class

b) New Subject Matter Class + SAT®

c) Existing class with SAT® reporting enabled

2) Add Students and Become their Coach

a) With individual emails

b) With a class code

c) With Google Classroom

3) Gather Student Permissions in order to see their SAT® Practice 
data

a) Confirm that all students in your SAT® reporting-enabled 
class have received the notification and clicked “Share my 
SAT® activity with [coach]”

*Use SAT tab in classes to check that students have agreed to share data

Free personalized study plan for 
students:
SATpractice.org

Free resources for educators:
SATpractice.org/k12

How to get started with Coach Tools
Coach Tools Guide
Coach Tools FAQ

Questions related to regular Khan 

https://www.khanacademy.org/resources/k-12-teachers-1/getting-started-on-khan-academy/a/khan-academy-and-google-classroom
satpractice.org
satpractice.org/k12
https://www.khanacademy.org/test-prep/sat/new-sat-tips-planning/sat-coach-tools-tutorials/a/sat-practice-guide-for-teachers
https://www.khanacademy.org/resources/k-12-teachers-1/official-sat-practice/a/official-sat-practice-coach-tools-faq
https://khanacademy.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/categories/200175820-For-Teachers


If you don’t have a Khan Academy®

Account, create one at SATpractice.org

OR

Log-in to your Khan Academy® Account 
at SATpractice.org

Official
SAT® Practice & 
Coach Tools



Log-in to your Khan Academy® Account 
at SATpractice.org

Step 1: Create an Account or Sign In

If you don’t have a Khan Academy®

Account, create one at SATpractice.org



Step 2: Add a new class

For more information on Google classroom, 
see the Khan Academy® article here: 
https://www.khanAcademy®.org/resources/k-
12-teachers-1/getting-started-on-khan-
Academy®/a/khan-Academy®-and-google-
classroom

https://www.khanacademy.org/resources/k-12-teachers-1/getting-started-on-khan-academy/a/khan-academy-and-google-classroom


Step 3: 
Add SAT® under Test 
Prep



Note, once one class is created, the ‘Add 
new class’ link can be selected to create 

additional classes. 

Step 4: Adding Students

Select the method for adding students to your class. 



Step 5:
Add Students by using 
code or sending an email 
invitation



Success! 



Explore Class 
Tabs
• Content

• Assignments

• SAT

• Roster

• Settings



Content



Create & Manage 
Assignments



SAT® Tab: SAT 
Practice Activity



SAT® Tab: Time 
Practiced



SAT® Tab: 
Personal Question 
Goal



SAT® Tab: Practiced 
Questions



SAT® Tab: 
Recommended 
Questions



SAT® Tab: Other 
Questions



SAT® Tab: Select a 
Student



Back to Classes



Roster



Settings



Classes: Student 
Display Name



Lesson Plans

Created for teachers, by teachers



1. From the Coach Dashboard, select one of the classes you created.

2. Select ‘SAT’ in order to see the Top Classroom Lessons . Note: When 
students join your class, you will see ‘Students Per Skill Level’ and the skill 
level of students for each lesson

3. We will select one lesson from either the ‘Top Math Lessons’ and one from 
‘Top Reading & Writing Lessons’

4. We will highlight aspects of the Lesson Plan, Worked Examples, and 
Related Content (article, videos, and exercises)

• Math-Solving Linear Equations & 
Linear Inequalities

• Lesson 4: Fluency in Solving 
Linear Equations, and Linear 
Inequalities, and Systems of 
Linear Equations

• ELA-Reading: Science

• Lesson 1: Central Idea & 
Evidence

Here’s what we’ll explore today: 

Explore Classroom 
Lessons



• Skill Levels: For more information about skills 
and skill levels, see the article here: 
https://www.khanAcademy®.org/test-
prep/SAT®/new-SAT®-tips-planning/about-
official-SAT®-practice-khan-
Academy®/a/what-are-skills-and-skill-levels 

Math-Solving Linear Equations & 
Linear Inequalities

• Lesson 4: Fluency in Solving Linear 
Equations, and Linear Inequalities, 
and Systems of Linear Equations

Explore Classroom 
Lessons



• Teacher Dashboard

• Classes (select a class)

• SAT

• Math Lessons

• Solving Linear Equations & Linear 
Inequalities

• Lesson 4: Fluency in Solving Linear Equations, 
and Linear Inequalities, and Systems of 
Linear Equations

Math-Solving Linear Equations & Linear 
Inequalities

• Lesson 4: Fluency in Solving Linear 
Equations, and Linear Inequalities, and 
Systems of Linear Equations

Explore Classroom 
Lessons



• Teacher Dashboard

• Classes (select a class)

• SAT

• Math Lessons

• Solving Linear Equations & Linear 
Inequalities

• Lesson 4: Fluency in Solving Linear Equations, 
and Linear Inequalities, and Systems of 
Linear Equations

Math-Solving Linear Equations & Linear 
Inequalities

• Lesson 4: Fluency in Solving Linear 
Equations, and Linear Inequalities, and 
Systems of Linear Equations

Explore Classroom 
Lessons



• Objectives

• Before the lesson

• Practice

• Teacher Notes

• Whole Class Notes

• Homework

Math-Solving Linear Equations & Linear 
Inequalities

• Lesson 4: Fluency in Solving Linear 
Equations, and Linear Inequalities, and 
Systems of Linear Equations

Explore Classroom 
Lessons



• Objectives

• Before the lesson

• Practice

• Teacher Notes

• Whole Class Notes

• Homework

Math-Solving Linear Equations & Linear 
Inequalities

• Lesson 4: Fluency in Solving Linear 
Equations, and Linear Inequalities, and 
Systems of Linear Equations

Explore Classroom 
Lessons



• Objectives

• Before the lesson

• Practice

• Teacher Notes

• Whole Class Notes

• Homework

Math-Solving Linear Equations & Linear 
Inequalities

• Lesson 4: Fluency in Solving Linear 
Equations, and Linear Inequalities, and 
Systems of Linear Equations

Explore Classroom 
Lessons



• Teacher Dashboard

• Classes (select a class)

• SAT

• Reading & Writing Lessons

• Reading Science
• Lesson 1: Central Idea & Evidence

ELA-Reading: Science

• Lesson 1: Central Idea & Evidence

Explore Classroom 
Lessons



• Teacher Dashboard

• Classes (select a class)

• SAT

• Reading & Writing Lessons

• Reading Science
• Lesson 1: Central Idea & Evidence

ELA-Reading: Science

• Lesson 1: Central Idea & Evidence

Explore Classroom 
Lessons



• Objectives

• Before the lesson

• Introductory Activity

• Group/Pair Discussion with Rationales

• Homework

• Teacher Notes

• Student Materials for Individual 
Activities

ELA-Reading: Science

• Lesson 1: Central Idea & Evidence

Explore Classroom 
Lessons



• Objectives

• Before the lesson

• Introductory Activity

• Group/Pair Discussion with Rationales

• Homework

• Teacher Notes

• Student Materials for Individual 
Activities

ELA-Reading: Science

• Lesson 1: Central Idea & Evidence

Explore Classroom 
Lessons



Supporting 
Student 
Success with 
Official SAT®

Practice
Implementation Models



Explore Official SAT®

Practice on Khan 
Academy ® as a Student

➢ Select ‘Learning home’ from the drop down menu.

➢ Select ‘Practice’ from the landing page.

➢ Under “Practice,” take a diagnostic quiz in Math or Reading & Writing.



Explore Official SAT®

Practice on Khan 
Academy ® as a Student

➢ On the “Dashboard’ tab, students can create a practice 
schedule. 

➢ Students can watch tutorial videos within “Tips and 
Strategies”.

➢ Students can take a “Full Test” online or download a 
paper-and-pencil version..



Engaging Students in 
Official SAT®

Practice

Independent 
Practice: 
Students practice 
individually or in 
study groups at 
home.
Parent involvement 
is essential to 
encouraging 
independent 
practice

• Share information about Official SAT® at a parent night, with PTAs or 
parent group at school.

• Encourage parents to work with students to set and stick to a study 
schedule.

• Link to resources on website, through social media, make 
announcements, and post flyers around school.

Extracurricular 
Practice: 
Students practice in 
study hall, after-
school sessions, or 
with a
community-based 
organization

• Incorporate Official SAT® Practice tools during non content classes, such 
as a college prep class, study hall, advisory period, or seminar courses.

• Partner with community-based/college-access organizations to offer a 
place and time for students to practice.

Teacher-Guided
Practice: 
Students practice in 
class, using Official 
SAT® Practice as a 
learning tool:

• Teachers incorporate independent practice into the class period and 
answer student questions.

• Use an SAT® question from Official SAT® Practice as bell work or an exit 
ticket.

• Assign 60 minutes of SAT® practice per week as homework.



Independent
Practice Plans

Parent Involvement

• Share information about Official SAT® at a parent night

• Encourage parents to work with student to set —
and stick to — a study schedule

• Share information with PTAs or parent group at school

Study Groups

• Students form groups of 3-5 for practice

• Students meet on their own schedule for 60 minutes per week

• Research shows that students who study together learn 2.5 
times as much as students who study alone — but staying 
focused is a must

• Encourage students to set up study groups and pick a leader

• Direct students to SAT.org/studygroup for a sample schedule 
and tips for setting up a study group



Extracurricular Practice
Incorporate Official SAT® Practice tools during non-content 
classes:

‣ Use time during independent study, study hall, advisory period, 
seminar courses, after-school programs.

‣ Encourage students to use 30 minutes of class time two times 
per week for independent student practice.

Partner with community-based/college-access organizations

‣ Train CBO/CAO staff in Official SAT® Practice.

‣ Designate a point-of-contact  to coordinate communication. 

‣ Develop study plans for students 

‣ Encourage students to create a practice schedule

‣ Administer full-length practice tests



Teacher-Led Practice –
Getting Started

Incorporate independent practice into the class period and 
answer student questions

• Use 1 class period a week 

• Add your students to your class in the Coach Tools and track 
progress.

• Utilize the Official SAT® Practice Lesson Plans 

• Use during a shortened class period

• Begin the class with Official SAT® Practice as bell work 

Homework assignments

Assign 60 minutes of SAT® practice per week

https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/sat/k12-educators/advising-instruction/official-sat-practice-lesson-plans


Coach Resources for 
Official SAT® Practice

Features include:
Recommended SAT® skills to focus on based on a class 
performance

• Lesson plans created by teachers for teachers available 
for skills in Math, Evidence Based Reading and Writing, 
and the Essay

• Links to additional Khan Academy® content and SAT® 
content that can be assigned to the class based on the 
classes greatest needs

Student progress
• Their upcoming SAT® test date
• Problems completed, time spent, and practice tests 

scheduled
• Notification if account is connected to their College Board 

account
Recently completed activity

• The top recommended skills for practice
• Questions attempted, answer choices, and correct 

answers
• Practice test scores

Lesson Plans

Coach Tools FAQ

Coach Tools Guide

https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/sat/k12-educators/advising-instruction/official-sat-practice-lesson-plans
https://www.khanacademy.org/resources/k-12-teachers-1/official-sat-practice/a/official-sat-practice-coach-tools-faq
https://www.khanacademy.org/test-prep/sat/new-sat-tips-planning/sat-coach-tools-tutorials/a/sat-practice-guide-for-teachers


SAT® Tab: 
Practice Activity



SAT Tab: 
Select a Student



Checklist for
Supporting Students

Create an Account and Get Familiar

• Make sure students create and link their College Board and 
Khan Academy® accounts. 

• Learn how knowledge and skills are assessed on the SAT®

Suite of Assessments. 

Make a Plan and Track the Progress

• Develop a school action plan with measurable goals for SAT®

practice for the school year.

• Track students’ progress using the coaching tools. 

Get Everyone Involved and Make It Fun!
• Engage students’ families to maximize awareness of the tool.
• Plan a tour of Official SAT® Practice during a parent night or 

other event to ensure everyone is familiar with the tool. 
• Make practice fun and rewarding by encouraging learning, 

running a schoolwide event, or incentivizing time practicing.
• Enlist the help of volunteers or community groups to 

encourage practicing even after school.



Ideas for Increasing
Student Engagement

• Designate classes in which students will spend time creating 
and linking Khan Academy® accounts. Train staff to work with 
students to create and link accounts.

• Reach out to local community-based organizations and/or 
college access groups to help get students logged into their 
College Board/Khan Academy® accounts and practice.

• Raffle off small prizes for participation (e.g., prom tickets, 
pizza, etc.) 

• Incentivize classes/grades to compete with each other (e.g., 
by percentage of student who have linked their accounts to 
Khan Academy®; completion of full-length practice tests, etc.).

• Honor academic achievement through recognition 
ceremonies.

• Strengthen your school’s college-going culture and empower 
students to think of themselves differently.



Developing a 
Plan for Official 
SAT® Practice



Design an 
Implementation Plan for 
Your School

1. Review your data

2. Set goals for improvement

3. Design an implementation plan for attaining goals

4. Review SAT® practice resources

5. Implement the plan

6. Measure success



Implementation Plan: 
Step 1

• Log in to the K–12 Assessment Reporting Tool.
• Review school and district summary data for SAT®- and 

PSAT-related assessments.
• Identify subscores and cross-test scores as areas of focus as 

indicated by low scores. Identify courses in which these focus 
areas are taught.

• Identify students in need of additional intervention to attain 
the college and career readiness benchmarks.

Review the data



Implementation Plan: 
Step 2

Develop SMART goals aligned with your areas of focus
Specific—be clear about how you’ll measure success
Measurable—ensure you will know whether or not your goals                         
are achieved
Attainable—set goals that you’re likely to achieve
Realistic—make sure your goals are possible to accomplish
Time-Oriented—set a timeframe for implementation and                          
measuring progress

Designate the appropriate resources to achieve the goals

Set Goals for Improvement



Implementation Plan: 
Step 3

Consider the following questions:
Which courses, units, or lessons are aligned with the goals?  

What instructional strategies can be incorporated to support 
development of knowledge and skills aligned with college and 
career readiness?

How can we best support student use of Official SAT® Practice 
on Khan Academy®?

a. Where are the opportunities in the school schedule to 
incorporate Official SAT® Practice? After school? Advisory?

b. When can we work with students to create and link Khan 
Academy® and College Board accounts?

c. When can we meet with students and parents to help them 
understand Official SAT® Practice on Khan Academy®?

d. Which students will benefit from additional support in after-
school programs or in collaborations with community-
based organizations?

e. How can we incentivize practice?

Design Implementation 
Strategies



Implementation Plan: 
Step 4

Flyers, presentations, sample text, and more are available at:
SATpractice.org/k12

Helpful tips and strategies and a videos on youtube highlighting  
the implementation of Official SAT® Practice in Chicago Public 
Schools.Review SAT® Practice 

Resources

https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/pdf/official-sat-practice-strategies-chicago.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JX_elaHt3U


Implementation Plan: 
Step 5

• Designate a coordinator to oversee and document the                        
implementation plan.

• Hold trainings for teachers and staff on Official SAT® Practice.

• Review progress periodically in staff meetings and/or Professional 
Learning Communities. 

• Plan for time to adjust the implementation plan based on
progress reviews.

Implement the plan



Implementation Plan: 
Step 6

Share results of the implementation plan with all staff at the end
of the designated time period.

Collect feedback from participants and suggest improvements 
for future implementation plans.

Celebrate success!

Set new goals.

Review SAT® Practice 
Resources



Questions or comments about this 
presentation, please email: 
ILSAT@collegeboard.org

Thank you!

mailto:ILSAT@collegeboard.org

